Connecticut Trail Census
Statewide multi-use trail user study

Intercept Survey Instructions

Thank you for participating in the Connecticut Trail Census Intercept Survey! Please follow these guidelines for collecting surveys:

- Aim to collect at least 100 surveys* total
- Collect surveys in 2-hour intervals if possible with 2 surveyors.
- Do not survey in front of or in close proximity to the infrared counter
- Rotate between weekends/weekdays
- Rotate times of day: (Consider the following time blocks. Please review your trail use patterns. Aim to collect data during each of the following periods: 6-8 am, 8 am - 12 pm, 12-2 pm, 2-6 pm, 6-8 pm)
- Aim to collect during every season
- During each surveying session, one surveyor should record refusals and complete the summary sheet

Questions? cttrailcensus@gmail.com.

The survey will take less than 5 minutes to complete and participants may leave any questions blank if they don't wish to answer.

CHECK to be sure numbers are between 1 and 7.

CHECK the zip code to be sure there are 5 numbers

CHECK the abbreviation of your trail name or, if applicable, trail number.

CHECK for legibility. If they spent NO MONEY they should enter "0" in TOTAL. Responses should be WHOLE DOLLARS

The CT Trail Census is funded by a CT Recreational Trails Grant and is being conducted in partnership with the Connecticut Greenways Council, UConn Extension, and the Naugatuck Valley Council of Governments.
You can learn more about the project at: www.cttrailcensus.uconn.edu